
                             SEMI-PRIMES AND THE NUMBER FRACTION 

 

In an earlier note we have shown that any positive integer can be characterized by a number 

fraction defined as- 
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This number is typically of the order of one, but ranges from f=0 for prime numbers to above 

two for certain super-composites. Our interest here is to examine the value of f when N=pq is 

a semi-prime consisting of the product of two primes p and q. Such semi-primes are of 

interest in cryptography because they cannot be rapidly factored when their length exceeds 

several hundred digits. The number fraction for any semi-prime will be- 

                                      f=[(p+q)]/N=(1/p)+(1/q)=[α+(1/α]/sqrt(N)=β/N 

Here α and β are constants defined by p=αsqrt(N), q=(1/α)sqrt(N), and β=fN=p+q. Note that β 

will be an even integer while α typically is a non-integer. We can display these various  

quantities associated with a semi-prime as follows- 

         

 

From these definitions we also have the  identities- 

                                             β=(α+1/α)sqrt(N) 

 



                        

and 

                                        p={β+sqrt[(β)2-4N]}/2=N/q 

 

We can say that once β=fN has been found the semi-prime N=pq has essentially been 

factored. 

Consider the trivial case of N=247 for which f=(13+19)/247  and β=32. Thus p={32+sqrt[1024-

988]}/2=19 and q=247/19=13. Here α=19/sqrt(247)=1.208941..   . The easiest way to 

determine β with our home PC is to use the MAPLE command- 

      with(numtheory):   N:=known semi-prime   β:=evalf((add(i,i=divisors(N))-(N+1))); 

The number fraction follows from β=fN. We can use this command to quickly calculate the 

value of β=p+q. When this result is combined with N=pq it produces explicit values for the 

factors of the semi-prime. This approach can be used to determine f and β for any semi-prime 

as long as N does not exceed the computer’s factoring capabilities. Typically the value of f for 

semi-primes will be a number near zero but not zero which is reserved for primes only. Its 

finite value is- 

                                    f=[α+(1/α)]/sqrt(N)>2/sqrt(N) 

since we are assuming p>sqrt(N)  and q<sqrt(N).  We can identify a semi-prime by noting that  

f lies somewhere above 2/sqrt(N).  An alternative way of finding p and q for smaller N is to 

simply use the MAPLE command- 

                                     with(numtheory):   divisors(N); 

This will produce the four element output [1, q, p, N] from which the semi-prime factors can 

be read off directly.                                       

Let us look in more detail at some specific semi-primes. For this purpose we choose the three 

semi-primes- 

(1) - Arecibo Number N1=1679=23 x 73 which represents the number of digits contained in a 

message sent to outer space by the Arecibo radio telescope in 1974. Since the number of 

decimal digits in the factors are equal it can also be classified as a brilliant number with 

β=23+73=96. Briliant Numbers are a special sub-class of semi-primes which are easier to 



factor than ones where p and q  differ in the number of integer digits. The factors for N1 

follow most directly from the divisors operation which yields divisors(N1)=[1, 23, 73, 1679].  

(2) - Fermat Number N2=232+1=4294967297= 641 x 6700417. This number was first factored 

by Leonard Euler using some clever, pre-computer , mathematics. Here one has β=6701058 

and the divisor operation yields divisors(N2)=[1, 641, 6700417, N2] . The number fraction is 

f=β/N2. 

(3) -Our own 1419 digit long semi-prime 

N3=83101561417706640284730822086990737800526853763253074694021071339596026898966918

96035032731216930858107852071782870166608315150555573006919965664155263485238567282

30469228860147073949112686103998068294140157668605192825524372067878677617379349353

72433508165978260915200754851891577252394971955020195976125283436849911951592794615

69923531275472432424272577339417575675078653324284761009050791025075875696619237026

08043479241536356723414228953006820503816848287604982272768139736271851033285743956

57749852029660498705971366485500233393355771051185592339331820352104848753141950438

27096947477183071705276374015998582332795102369518676779368560742788282281141086648

21362293621033754804417061002342588412247589242678995781867108153346410570601014103

83514967263823352179220609026239320096811249183423241960874400096391535831029027755

92876722450382072446027789937605724601462460023675192656604466252301082955400844355

39261717785821432063026419524179976520781366705599167492675950365289207032717735217

95070381107844148540148065822157802175613659826529569128468952647047496405998577301

98771529908876950450674385500870996393441901619712720987946797045869368016865937079

37437878928542509734998144074110681294312409959328723965542015360840593658236148604

57977077733293208904210982927945820196984632199481066868278498583035071437460616343

39962096314401446307138604451116365425482085157804690779483463574273896049901091822

01007760467 

which I posted on the internet several years ago as a challenge. So far no one has succeeded in 

factoring it nor do I think anyone will for another ten years or so . 

Our computer shows that the value of  f  for the Arecibo semi-prime is f=β/N1=0.057176. 

When this value is substituted into the above general solution for p , one finds p=73 and 

q=N1/p=23 just as found by the divisor operation. In addition we have that α= 

p/sqrt(N1)=1.7815 and β=p+q=96.  The latter result implies that p and q are located 

symmetrically about the mean value β/2= 48. The first part shows that p is positioned at a 

location about 1.8 times larger than the square root of N1. 

Look next at the Fermat Number N2=232+1. Here our PC produces  a number fraction  

f=0.0015602116469 in a split second. Substituting into the above formula for p we find 

p=6700417 and q=631 .  That Euler was able to obtain this same result over 200 years ago 

without the benefit of computers is indeed amazing. He was lucky in the sense that q is here 



a very small  compared to sqrt(N2). Notice that in this case α=p/sqrt(N2)=102.2402.. is a  large 

constant implying that p and q are both  located a long distance from the mean value of 

β/2=3350524 . It becomes more difficult to factor large semi-primes when such large 

separations are present provided q does not become too small as in the Fermat Number case. 

The alternate way to generate p and q   for N2 is to use the MAPLE command divisors. The 

values found by that approach are identical. 

Finally we look at the third semi-prime N3 listed above. This 1419 digit number lies above the 

factoring capabilities of our PC and that of all other extant computers in the world of which 

we are aware. This despite the fact that I was able to construct the number in just a few 

minutes. 

In testing out our PCs capability for generating f  and β for larger semi-primes N, we find it is 

able to handle numbers up to about 50 digit length. This is the same size integer which one 

can evaluate by the MAPLE  commands ifactor(N)  or divisors(N). All of these approaches for  

finding p and q are essentially   brute force methods in which N is divided by every prime 

lying between 1 and sqrt(N) until the prime corresponding to q is found.  

 

One of the largest semi-primes our home PC can factor by the f-β approach is the 53 digit long 

number- 

           N4=13469199089641601294165099996964705019718136187846657 

A three minute calculation  using our MAPLE computer program produces- 

  f= 0.4411646762648792314232714603727866046355111317530226022170575020691 

       8599086356416 x 10-23 =β/N4 

From this result we can infer that-  

α= 512.000000000000000000001129372954773376738405293782438986436318008 

      72558903667408… 

and- 

     p=α sqrt(N4)=  59421121885698253195157962751 

with- 

     q=(1/α) sqrt(N4)= 226673591177742970257407 



Two other examples of large semi-primes which readily factor in a few seconds  are 

the Mersenne Number – 

            N5=2109-1= 649037107316853453566312041152511 

which factors into- 

           q=745988807 and p=870035986098720987332873 

The semi-prime-   

          N6= 88606212430930943532900299045554621  

which factors into- 

          p=4700705565677722603 and q=18849555921538807 

 

The success of the above factoring approach depends essentially on the time it takes to find 

the value of the number fraction f = β/N.  This will be about the same as the time taken by 

the  MAPLE operations divisors(N) or ifactor(N) . One is out of luck when attempting to use 

such brute force approaches for semi-primes of a hundred digit length or more. The 

calculation times for factoring very large Ns become extremely long even when employing 

more elegant factoring techniques such as the elliptic curve factorization method or the 

generalized grid technique. I don’t expect any one will be able to factor the 1419 digit public 

key given by N3 above any time soon. The size of this 4700 bit number (recall that 

bit/digit=ln(10)/ln(2)=3.3219..) lies considerably above the largest semi-prime which has so 

far been factored by anyone. The public key in most common use in today’s cryptography is 

RSA-2048 (617 decimal digits). It is close to being broken as suggested by the withdrawal of 

an earlier $100,000 reward for being able to factor it. It may be time to rethink use of public 

keys and rather revert to weakly encrypted information hidden in electromagnetic micro-

pulses used in conjunction with normal public microwave transmissions and satellites. The 

basic rule among cryptographers is that a message is secure as long as your opponents can’t 

detect or decode it. 
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